Abstract. In pipeline management the accurate prediction of weak displacements is a crucial factor in drawing up a prevention policy since the accumulation of these displacements over a period of several years can lead to situations of high risk. This work addresses the specific problem related to the prediction of displacements induced by rainfall in unstable areas, of known geology, and crossed by underground pipelines. A neural model has been configured which learns of displacements from instrumented sites (where inclinometric measurements are available) and is able to generalise to other sites not equipped with inclinometers.
Introduction
The management of pipelines is a complex and interdisciplinary task, involving the taking of decisions to act based on the evaluation of multiple factors derived from several heterogeneous data sources.
Pipelines are usually distributed over extensive sections of territory and inevitably placed in areas subject to phenomena of geological instability. High-safety monitoring and surveillance must be based on accurate risk assessment, as well as constituting the base for a reliable, optimum management of pipelines. Technological risk assessment, in turn, needs an accurate evaluation of the natural hazard in terms of displacement measures. Private and public companies whose task it is to manage the pipelines normally address this problem by installing adequate instrumentation in the most critical zones. The spreaded structure of the pipelines and the heterogeneity of instrumentation needed, generally make critical conditions to monitor the overall distributed network by direct measurements specific to the area.
There is then the need to use predictive models capable of reaching generalisations from known measured situations in relation to other pipeline sites not equipped with adequate instrumentation.
Several predictive modelling methodologies are available including physical deterministic approaches (Newmark, 1965; Sarma, 1979; Anderson and Richards 1987; Hoek, 1987) and statistically-based techniques (Davis, 1986 ) These approaches assume a complete and representative set of data and uniform distribution of multiple data sources. These methods are formally assessed and accurate when these assumptions are true, but they do not provide levels of accuracy and reliability sufficient for many complex applications.
In the context of non standard approaches the interest in neural networks is strongly motivated by their suitability in problems related to multi-source heterogeneous sets of data which do not follow a known statistical distribution (Bishop, 1995) . Neural networks are distribution free, and do not require the data to conform to a fixed model, an aspect of great potential in the context of environmental risk studies, which are based on the fusion of multiple, independently acquired sets of data (Benediktsson and Kannellopoulos 1999) . Neural networks also prove effective in dealing with noisy contaminated information deriving from imprecision and incompleteness of data.
This work addresses the specific problem associated with the prediction of displacements induced by rainfall in unstable areas, of known geology, crossed by underground pipelines. In pipelines management the accurate prediction of weak displacements is a crucial topic for a prevention policy and the accumulation of these displacements on a multi-year period can determine situations of high risk.
A neural model has been configured which learns displacements from instrumented sites, where inclinometric measurements were available, and is able to generalise to other sites not equipped by inclinometers.
Neural Model
Neural networks are non-parametric models applied in a variety of fields such as non-linear regression, showing high flexibility in modifying non-linear relationships. Among the variety of network types and architectures, a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) based on back-propagation learning algorithm (Rumelhart et al., 1986 ) is particularly well suited to dealing with multi-source data.
The basic elements of a network are nodes and links. The nodes are arranged in one input and one output layer, with one or more hidden layers. One hidden layer is usually enough to compute the mapping required by a classification problem (Lipmann, 1987) . The output of nodes in one layer is passed to those in the next layer through links that amplify, attenuate or inhibit this output through weighting factors.
The neural network input nodes represent values of multi-source data. Nodes in the output layer are associated with classes in the results of the analysis. In the context of the prediction analysis, results are the estimated values of the desired output variable. Each node, above the input level, computes an output related to the weighted sum of its inputs. This can be a final value, or the input for another node. The output of a node o i is calculated by an activation function which usually takes the form of a sigmoid, such as
net i is the sum of the weighted inputs to the ith processing node:
where a j is the magnitude of the j th input to the ith node, and w i,j is the weight of the corresponding link. The weighting factors w i,j constitute the distributed knowledge that the network has to acquire regarding the problem; the weights are determined by means of a learning-by-example algorithm. The generalised delta rule, or back-propagation, is one of the methods most commonly used to adjust the interconnecting weight values in order to achieve a minimal overall training error in a multi-layer network (Rumelhart et al., 1986) . As the input patterns are presented during training, the connection weights of the network are adjusted so that the activation of the output nodes matches more closely the desired output patterns. The overall process of training data presentation and weights adjustment is reiterated until the error decreases to an acceptable level, as heuristically assessed. Each iteration is referred to as an epoch. Once training is complete, the network is used in a feed-forward mode to produce prediction results.
The mapping capabilities of a neural network depend upon its structure and other parameters that cannot be set easily and unequivocally on the basis of the characteristics of the problem. In order to construct a network the following aspects must be specified:
• the input/output encoding, • the number of hidden layers and of nodes in each hidden layer, • a learning rate controlling the speed of weight change, • a momentum co-efficient controlling the proportion of weights to be preserved from a previous iteration of network training. All these parameters are set empirically following general meta-criteria deduced from experience. The network configuration is the result of balanced compromise between opposite empirical criteria. The high variability in neural network configuration, together with the intrinsic critical aspects of over-fitting, "converging to local minima" during learning, make the level of accuracy unpredictable at the start of training.
Displacement of Unstable Areas Prediction
Various mechanisms are responsible for initiating mass movements, namely: atmospheric water supply and soil water content; vibration from earthquakes or volcanic eruptions; and land uses involving the artificial increase of slope steepness or application of excessive loads. However, the leading cause of land instability is generally rainfall. Indeed a protracted period of intensive rain leads to high soil saturation thereby promoting conditions propitious to mass movement initiation, development or reactivation (Lopez and Zinck, 1991; CNR, 1994) .
Intense and/or prolonged rainfall has a double effect: the kinetic action, that causes direct soil erosion (Ciccacci et al., 1979; Bergsma, 1981; FAO, 1984) , and the more complex interaction with the ground water level that is a triggering cause for mass movement.
Besides rainfall measurements acquired from pluviometers placed on slopes affected by instability, a complete characterisation of the kinematic mechanism requires the knowledge of the mass movement geometry, the acquisition of geotechnical parameters, the historical series of displacements. All these data should be consistent, complete and sufficiently representative of the phenomenon in study to make prediction possible.
The reliability level of data available in this application is typical of the practical pipeline management context and is characterised by the following critical aspects:
• geometry data of unstable areas are not updated on a continuous basis
• geotechnical parameters of the material are not available
• rainfall data derive from a grid with a very rough cell resolution
• inclinometers are located along the pipeline and do not always represent the movement, while logs are not acquired with fixed frequency.
Many approaches in the study of slope stability are based on research into establishing a direct relationship between mass movements and rain characteristics in order to define the rainfall threshold values which, once exceeded, may cause mass movements.
Other approaches try to evaluate, through hydrological models, all the parameters of a given rainfall event that interacts in the phenomena such as the amounts of evapo-transpiration, interception, runoff and infiltration, thereby providing information on the levels of soil saturation which are then used to compute slope stability. Such aims are very difficult to reach because of both the complexity of the systems and the need to produce long series of consistent data.
For these reasons, codes based on deterministic method and statistical analysis techniques, to calculate the displacements, do not seem adequate in this context. Under these critical conditions, which are a source of data incompleteness and inconsistency, a predictive model based on a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is used to generate displacements.
INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA
The general context of this study is the management of unstable areas crossed by underground pipelines. The data used as input to the network are the geological characteristics of the sites and rainfall. The output results given by the neural model are displacements of the unstable areas. Inclinometer measurements serve to provide known displacement values to train and test the neural model.
Geological and Geomorphological Data
Geological and geomorphological information concerning each unstable area came from an existing database containing the following features: geology, lithology, type, stability, evidence and velocity of movement, geometry, morphometry, hydrology, land-use and influence on the infrastructures. The number of areas affected by instability was approximately 150. These data were characterised by different sources and were therefore not homogeneous: some were numerical, some alphanumerical and others were defined in a heuristic-subjective way.
Table I reports features that were chosen from the information collected in the database, because they were considered to correlate more accurately with the displacements of unstable areas (Luzi and Pergalani, 1996; Belloni et al., 1998; Binaghi et al., 1998; Luzi and Pergalani, 1999) .
As a first step, an analysis was performed to establish the range of variation of the selected features and to evaluate the frequency of the geological and geomorphological characteristics. The results of the analysis showed that the most frequent lithology was "clay" (about 200 situations) and the lithologies of deposit were "mainly clay" and "mainly silt" (95 and 90 situations respectively). The most frequent types were translational slide (105 situations) and soil creep (100 situations), and the unstable areas were active (170). The geometric features were: depth of 2-10 m (the peak was 50 cases with 3 m), by a length of 100-300 m (60 cases with 100-200 m), and a width of 300-500 m (110 cases with 400-500 m). The slope showed values of between 16% and 28%, with a peak of 22% (40 sites) and all the classes of the aspect were present. The water table was assessed 1.5-3 m from the surface (the peak was 2 m for 75 cases) and no active erosion was present. The most frequently occurring type of land use was farming/pasture and meadow (110 and 85 respectively).
As regard output data, an analysis has been conducted to have a global averaged indication of the range of variation of the displacements and to evaluate how different ranges of displacements are distributed among the areas affected by instability. Results are shown in Figure 1 where the percentages of unstable areas for 5 displacement classes are indicated. 
Rainfall Data
The precipitation data available for the study consisted of weekly rainfall totals, distributed over a grid with a cell measuring 5 km along the side. These weekly values were derived from daily precipitation measurements recorded at gauge stations randomly distributed over the territory and spatially interpolated to match the grid size. This data set covers a time period of 18 years, starting from the 1980s, and is a precious source of information for the meteorological characterisation of the sites. Although the time scale is not particularly long, as may occur for hydrological statistics when dealing with meteorological recordings, it does however make it possible to perform an analysis of exceptional precipitation events that may trigger specific movement. The rainfall data available were pre-elaborated in order to define a series of indexes or rain features, that better describe the dangerous characteristics of the precipitation events within a certain period. These features, with the previously defined geological parameters, provided the input information necessary to instruct the neural network.
In order to characterise the precipitation events that influence displacements, two types of indexes were defined: the first type aims to describe the amount of precipitation between two subsequent inclinometer measurements while the second type tries to outline the influence of the temporal distribution of critical rainfall events within the period.
The features that describe the amount of precipitation are:
where p i is weekly precipitation value and N is the number of weeks in the period. It represents accumulated rainfall over a meaningful period, i.e., the sum of the weekly values of rain available between two inclinometer measurements, which in our case generally occur every 3 months.
• R2: total amount related to the seasonal mean rainfall
where M is number of years of the data set. It represents the ratio between the cumulated rainfall weekly values and the mean precipitation value, for each grid cell, measured in the same period over the 18 years data set.
• R3: total amount related to the yearly mean rainfall
where K is the number of weeks (52) in a year. It represents the ratio between the accumulated weekly rainfall values and the mean precipitation value of the year calculated over the 18-year period of the data set (Wiezorek, 1987) . The features that describe the temporal distribution of the critical events are: • R4: number of critical events
where N T is the number of weeks in the period with p i values higher a certain threshold T = µ p + σ . The term µ p is the mean value of the yearly maxima for the 18 years data set and σ is the standard deviation.
• R5a: contribution of critical events
This represents the amount of rain carried out by critical events for a period.
• R5b: relative contribution of critical events
The influence of critical events is also described as the ratio with the total amount of rain in a period.
• R6: return period of critical events
where G indicates the Gumbel distribution, defined as
This emphasises the outer data as extreme events of the population of the yearly maximum. This return period, in years, is calculated for each maximum of the period with the Gumbel statistic of extreme events (Polemio and Sdao, 1996; Kottegoda and Rosso, 1997 ).
• R7: seasonal characteristics This index is expressed by the number of the month in which the weekly data come closest to the inclinometer measurement. It describes the seasonal characterisation of the considered period. 
Inclinometer Data (Displacements)
In this application the displacements are provided by processing the inclinometer measurements available in the equipped sites. The displacement here is understood to be the variation recorded by the inclinometers between two consecutive measurements generally occurring every 3 months. In Figure 2 the amplitude of displacements are put in relation with R1 feature measurements that represent accumulated rainfall over the 3 months period. In agreement with Wiezorek (1987) and Bozzano et al. (1996) , the study proceeds from the idea that the rainfall features selected (R1, . . . , R7) can describe the influence of the rainfall events on the mass movement recorded by the instruments.
In each site a series of inclinometers are placed in specific site-dependent positions around the pipeline. Table II details the measuring system, the type and accuracy of the device. Each inclinometer provides measurements at varying depths. As the pipelines may be found at 1 to 3 meters under the ground, only the measurements derived from inclinometers at depths of two meters have been considered in the analysis. A displacement representative of the site is then calculated as the median value among the displacements of all the inclinometers registered at two consecutive measurements. The median value was preferred to the arithmetic mean because it is less sensible to the contaminated measurements represented by the outlines of each series.
As a result of certain omissions in the database of the inclinometers measurements (see Figure 2 ) it was not possible to compute displacements computed at regular 90-day intervals. To compensate for the incompleteness of the data and to obtain an adequate number of displacements to train the neural model, a linear interpolation procedure has been designed to generate intermediate values between two measurements.
NETWORK CONFIGURATION
A series of preliminary experiments was carried out to determine the best configuration for the neural model. Several empirical criteria found in the literature were applied in this phase to limit the range of alternatives and variations to be investigated experimentally (Lipmann, 1987; Paola and Schowengerdt, 1995) . The configured network was a simple, fully-connected 3-layer network. Input data encoding involving the number of neurons assigned for each feature can greatly affect the performance of a neural network. Consequently, three different types of encoding, were tried out: direct, gray, and binary coding. The results obtained confirmed that direct coding, which assigns one neuron to one feature, was the most accurate of the three: the value of each feature data was scaled to the range of 0-1 and each scaled value presented to a separate input node. The total number of input neurons was 21, and one output node was used to represent the displacement. The network was designed with one hidden layer. The size of the hidden layer was determined by trial and error, balancing between specialisation (more hidden nodes) and generalisation (fewer hidden nodes). The best results were obtained by configuring the hidden layer with 42 neurons according to the empirical rule of dimensioning the hidden layer with twice as many neurons as the number of input neurons (Kanellopoulos and Wilkinson, 1997) .
Training a neural network involves establishing a set of learning parameters. An initial parameter concerns the weight updating procedure. According to the canonical form of the gradient descent method (Pao, 1989) , batch training should be used to adjust weights after evaluation of the contribution of all the training patterns. In many cases, sequential training is employed, and weight corrections are carried out after each training pattern presentation. In the experiment the last procedure was adopted.
The two inter-dependent parameters Learning Rate and Momentum were determined experimentally, balancing insufficient training against increasing error in the gradient descent process, and set at the beginning of training at the following values: Learning Rate = 0.5; Momentum = 0.3.
The training and test phases use a sample data set composed of input-output pairs of data. Input data are described in terms of 11 geological and 8 rainfall features described in previous sections; output data are displacements computed from inclinometers measures as described in previous section. The training set consisted of 2,614 data and the test set of 1,307 data. Of the total of 2,614 training examples only 44 (1.7%) displacements larger than 20 mm are present. Figure 3 describes the neural system behaviour: Figure 3a shows the sum of the square errors obtained on training (specialisation) and test (generalisation) data in function of the number of epochs; Figure 3b presents the Hinton diagram (1989) of the weights distribution of the hidden and the output layers for 500 and 1,000 epochs. From an absolute point of view, the performance of the neural network increases as the number of epochs increases. However, in this context, the increase of the number of epochs determines an "overspecialisation" in predicting low displacements. This is supported by Figure 4 where network results after 500 and 1,000 epochs of training are compared with reference test data. The amplitude of predicted displacements become greater than the observed ones with jumping from 500 to 1,000 epochs. This is an expected results in the light of the fact that the number of low amplitude displacements in the training data is considerable higher than the number of high amplitude displacements.
Proceeding from these considerations it was decided to stop the neural learning phase at 500 epochs where the best compromise in predicting both low and high amplitude displacements is verified. Figure 5 exemplifies graphically the final network configuration and its input-output relationships. 
ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
Quantitative evaluation of the result accuracy was conducted with different approaches, in order to complement objective accuracy measurements with the evaluation of the quality of the results in accordance with the project aims. The test accuracy level achieved by the final network trained with 500 epochs is 89.2%. This value is computed assuming a coincidence between reference and predicted displacements when their difference lies within the interval ±5 mm. The interval size is set according to inclinometer instrument tolerance. Figure 6 shows the error magnitude on the basis of displacement values. Most of the errors fall within the interval that defines the instrument tolerance, and the magnitude of the errors becomes significant as the displacement increases. This predictive behaviour of the neural model is due to the fact that large displacement values are scarcely represented in the training data (1.7%). A detailed analysis of the quality of the results was conducted, comparing the predicted and measured displacements for each specific site over a twelve-month period.
Three representative situations selected from the 150 instrumented sites (Site A, B and C), whose geological and geomorphological characteristics are summarised in Table III , are shown in Figure 7 . In Site A and Site B, concerning a typical situation of low and medium displacements, (< 5 mm and 5-20 mm) clearly predicted values satisfactorily match those measured. In Site C, representative of high displacement (> 20 mm), results are less satisfying, showing more relevant differences between predicted and reference data, as globally analysed in Figure 6 .
The low quality of these results should be related to the following factors as mentioned earlier in Section 3:
• geological and geomorphological information do not consider the evolution of the mass movement; • differences between the spatial scale of unstable areas and the grid cell of rainfall data.
These factors induce inconsistencies in the examples used to train the predictive model.
Considering that predicted displacements are used in the context of pipeline management to control mass movements in the sites not equipped by inclinometers, mean annual displacement is the key information required. Figure 8 shows mean annual displacements computed for the same three sites (Sites A, B and C) already analysed. In the first two sites (Sites A and B) mean annual displacements predicted by the model fit well with the measured values and their differences fall within the tolerance range of inclinometer measurements. Mean annual displacement predicted for Site C gives a poor approximation of the measured annual trend. However, the approximation is in terms of overestimation allowing a conservative attitude in evaluation and subsequent prevention policy.
To have a global descriptive view of the accuracy of prediction, the maximum differences between predicted and measured mean annual displacements for all cases were computed; results are shown in Figure 9 . This type of diagram highlights the worst results of the prediction given by the model: nevertheless only in some cases the differences are relevant, referring to the high displacements. 
Conclusions
A method for the prediction of displacements induced by rainfall in unstable areas is proposed within the context of pipelines management based on the use of a multilayer perceptron neural network capable of integrating in a unified framework heterogeneous data to produce reliable prediction results. The objective of the study is the accurate prediction of the mean annual displacements whose accumulation on a multi-year period can determine situations of high risk.
Data available in the presented application is typical of practical pipeline management contexts and is characterised by such critical aspects as the lack of certain geomorphological data, the approximate nature of rainfall data, and unstable, outdated area information.
Operating in this critical context, the accuracy of mean annual displacements predicted by the proposed neural model can be considered satisfactory. As seen from the experiments low amplitude displacements are predicted with high accuracy; misleading results obtained for high amplitude displacements go towards conservative estimation.
As both small and large displacements are significant in the cumulative estimation the proposed approach can allow a reliable management of pipelines.
Operationally the use of such a predictive model allows an optimised management of preventative action which would otherwise require the use of a complex network of instrumentation distributed on a large portion of the territory.
